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PALOMINO HORSE BREEDERS OF AMERICA
15253 E. Skelly Dr, Tulsa, OK 74116-2637 * USA * (918) 438-1234 * Fax (918) 438-1232

Proposed new rule number

A rule or regulations is not subject to amendment by change, addition or repeal, until it has been in force for at least two 

calendar years, which limitations may be waived by the Executive Board upon finding extraordinary circumstances: A. 

Concerns the safety, health or well being of a horse and/or rider; B.

stability; or C. Involves other compelling circumstances.

Use to submit a rule change proposal (must be postmarked 120 days prior to convention)

Originator's recommendation for change: (Rule should be written as it should appear in the Rule Book)

www.palominohba.com


	Members Name: Betsie Moore
	City: Covington
	State: Ohio
	Members ID Number: 107162
	and expiration date: June 2022
	Existing rule number: 6021
	Proposed new rule number: 
	Originators recommendation for change Rule should be written as it should appear in the Rule Book 1: A: Exhibitors cannot have earned more than 30 Youth points or 50 Novice Youth in a class in PHBA or other breeds.
	Originators recommendation for change Rule should be written as it should appear in the Rule Book 2: 1) Halter, color, longe line, leadline, hunter in hand, parade, walk trot, and points from classes not offered in the novice 
	Originators recommendation for change Rule should be written as it should appear in the Rule Book 3: division are not used in calculating Novice Youth status.                                                                                            
	Originators recommendation for change Rule should be written as it should appear in the Rule Book 4: B) The Novice Youth cannot have won a World Champion title in any breed in the class.                                           
	Originators justification for change and impact if not passed Proposal will be return if not completed 1: By allowing novice points to be class specific, we can encourage current members to try new classes and gain experience before having 
	Originators justification for change and impact if not passed Proposal will be return if not completed 2: to show in the regular youth classes. This will help keep youth from leaving our association for others that determine novice eligibility
	Originators justification for change and impact if not passed Proposal will be return if not completed 3: by class. It will also help us bring new members to our association. Classes and shows will grow which will increase points. This will cause
	Originators justification for change and impact if not passed Proposal will be return if not completed 4: exibitors to go to more shows in order to win year end awards. This will bring more money to the regional and national clubs. 
	Estimated revenue to association with rule change: The national club and regional clubs will see a substantial increase in revenue.
	Estimated expense to association with rule change: None
	Text1: 


